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2. This view shows how little the French can actually see of 

what is happening. Ray and Paul were busy behind the crest 
moving battalions and changing their formations from the 

useful column of companies into the more aggressive Line.
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Kempt’s Brigade

EVENT:
One of Marcognet’s brigades 
inadvertently receives the  wrong 

orders and halts to sort out the 
confusion!  The Emperor begins to 

feel rather unwell and dismounts 
from his horse near La Belle 

Alliance.
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Pack’s Brigade

Best’s Brigade

Bijlandt’s Brigade

27th Dutch Jager Roger’s Battery

Roger’s Battery

Braun’s Battery

1. Although nothing appears to be happening on the ridge the Allies

are undertaking some formation changes in Pack’s Kempt’s, Best’s 
and Ompteda’s brigades . All are completed as Single unit Actions
as all of the brigades are on DEFEND orders. This is the most 

economical way to complete the process with the exception of the
Recruits of Best’s Brigade. They will have received a brigade order 
of DEFEND-REFORM to save MPs. In the shot, Kempt’s Brigade 
have changed formation from Column of companies to Line.
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Kempt’s Brigade

Chain of Command
Republic to Empire focuses very much on the proper chain 
of command and officers being in the correct positions. Once 
brigades have been given orders it can be difficult to change 

them. This depends on the quality of the brigade(ier) and on 
the proximity of a higher level of command. Divisional 
commanders must e within their command radius of any 
brigadier in order to change his brigade’s orders. Otherwise 
a courier is necessary.
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3. Bijlandt’s Dutch-Belgian Brigade offers the only close ordered 

demonstration of strength to Donzelot’s 4,000 advancing men. Up 

until this time they had not received much in the way of attention 
from the French artillery who were either manoeuvring or conserving 
ammunition, Although the Allies got a run of Initiative they did not 
make any aggressive manoeuvres preferring to wait until the French 

played their hand. Allied artillery was quite active with Bourgeois and 
Schmidt’s brigades both attracting the attentions of the 9pdr batteries 
on the ridge. 
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ORDERS and how to use them
Ordinary movement is largely covered by the brigade order. 
By paying for this, units in the brigade can pretty much do as 

they want. When additional actions, formation changes or 
individual activities have to be undertaken because of 
external conditions such as terrain, enemy activity or similar 
then these situations require the player to pay more MPs to 
complete Single Unit Actions. There are a fairly wide variety 

of these covering most situations. The cost varies not on the 
quality of the brigade as in order changes but on the quality 
of the individual unit
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La Haie Sainte is now almost rubble after an hour of continuous 
bombardment by Napoleon’s heaviest guns.  Charlet’s Brigade 
comprising 54 & 55 de Ligne from Quiot’s 1st Division  begin their 
attack on the orchard  to the south of La Haie Sainte. This preliminary 
charge  by 1/54 de Ligne clears about 80 skirmishers from the trees 

chasing them back over the farm’s south facing perimeter wall.
These skirmishers passed their Resolve Check and fired at the 
advancing French column of attack before retiring to the safety of the 
farm. Both Charlet and General de Division Quiot are visible in shot 

3, taken at the end of the French Shooting Step of their phase of 
Turn 4.
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Charlet’s Brigade
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EVENT:
The 4 guns from Bijleveld’s battery sited on the 
extreme left of the Allied position begin sinking into a 

quagmire and so had to be limbered up and 
relocated even further east on more solid ground. 

The Emperor is still feeling woozy and is consulting 
Baron Larrey near the inn.
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Donzelot’s attack is developing nicely led by the excellent 
13e Legere. The Division has had to make adjustments to 

navigate past two batteries. Its own divisional 6pdr 
company in shown here behind 2 battalions of the 17e de 
Ligne and has just deployed during the Manoeuvre step
of this turn. Although the guns are behind their own 

division they will be firing on targets on higher ground to 
their front and thus shooting overhead.
The howitzer could lob shells over the troops onto targets 
even on the same elevation. This separate targeting 
using howitzers is not penalized.
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Schmitz’s Brigade

Aulard’s Brigade

Bijlandt’s Brigade

Bourgeois’s Brigade
2nd Division 6pdr company
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Major Baring

The brave defenders from the 2nd KGL Light Battalion under their 
redoubtable commander Major Baring are under a lot of pressure. 
Manning the southern wall they now face a new threat from the east 
in the shape of fresh battalions from Quiot’s Division.
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FIRST CONTACT !


